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Roses are Red
Violets are Blue

I wish there was more
That the whole world knew

 
Like there is more to yes

Than just the word
And there is less to know

About things that hurt
 

How people should realize
What words make us cry

What empowers us to sing
When we would rather say 

goodbye
 

Roses can be Pink
Yellow, or White, or Blue

Violets can be Violet
In any shade or hue.
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When I look in the mirror, 
I see something different everyday. 

 

Some days, I see a beautiful creature who can never not look gorgeous. 
Some days, I see someone hideous, someone who could never be me but

still somehow is. 
 

Other days, I see a smart, kind, loyal, trustworthy, caring girl who’s
everyone’s friend when they need it. 

Other days, I see a monster who doesn’t know how to connect with
anyone.

The monster doesn’t know how to be human and therefore can never be
a good person. 

 

My mirror is a window to who I am. 
Who am I on that day? 

What do I look like on that day?
What is my mirror showing me?

 

So many times, I’m confused by the answer my mirror gives me. 
Sometimes I’m enraged,

And sometimes I can’t seem to care and just sit on my bed, avoiding that
piece of glass. 

 

God, what powers does this piece of glass have?
How can it have so much power over me and my mind?

 

But sometimes, when my mind is clear enough, I start to think:
What if I give that piece of glass its power?

Face in the Mirror
by Sidak C.
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My friend group produces the perfect cheeseburger:
Angie is the burger patty,
Easily adjusted with different personalities and people 
To match their taste.
Saanvi is the pickles, honest,
People either love or despise her.
Sanji is the cheese,
For a cheeseburger is only a boring hamburger without her.
Mehreen is the lettuce, seemingly soft,
And yet flawlessly crunchy with a spunky personality.
Lissa is the tomatoes, refreshing,
Sometimes sweet, sometimes tart,
Depending on the situation.
Suja is the burger buns,
Holding everything together like the mother of children.
And I am the jalapenos, spicy, quick-witted.
Some cannot handle my sharpness,
Which at times surprises new people.
Just as the individual parts of a burger come together to form a
hearty dish,
Each of my friends come together to form the perfect group.

My Friend Group: Cheeseburger Edition
by Raina J.
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i want to go to sleep
and only wake up
once i find a path.

 

once i find a path
that will lead to

success.
 

success,
can take me to far away

places i cannot know.
 

places, i cannot know
how they look, how they feel

how they make me feel.
 

how they make me feel
about this world around
spinning over and over.

 

spinning over and over
in a way i cannot even feel

because as humans we adapt.
 

as humans we adapt
to the motion of the earth,

the sounds of birds,
the sounds of cars,

the words of others,
 

the smiles we fear -
please don’t come near
until i have woken up

and i have found a path.
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Whatever I do, a tune’s in my head. 
Every day, a new song curls in through my ears, 
Travelling into my brain, finding a spot, and laying there. 
As it gets comfy and falls asleep, its snores and mumblings turn into the music that I can’t stop
devouring. 

My music is the only thing I can seem to eat at times. 
I just get too full after listening to  good song. 

And there are some songs that leave me gutted, bleeding on the floor,
But I still press replay.
And there are some songs that make me feel like I’m all alone, 
But I still press replay. 
There are some songs that I can’t stop replaying, every single time the song starts, an ounce of life
enters me again. 
And I love to know that that song will always be there. 
Tomorrow, today, yesterday, five years from now, that song was, is, and will always be there. 
And even though I might return to these songs whenever I like, still being me, they might not even
recognize me. 

So they’ll strive to sound even better than before for their “new” listener, hoping I press that button.
Hoping that I’ll like them just enough to bask in the notes and swells and chords and rhythms and
clever lyrics. 

And I always do. 
I always succumb to the wishes of a song. 

Again and again, I listen to some songs until someone barges into my room, begging me to turn off
that terrible music. 
But I just put in earbuds because I physically cannot stop. 
I cannot leave this music before I’m ready. 

Because the music always follows me, whispering in my ears its sweet tune. 
And I can’t resist and I can’t turn it down. 
Because like I said, I always succumb to the wishes of a song. 

So now, as I write this, 
I listen to replayed songs, 
Taking comfort in the fact they’ll never leave me. 

Replayed Songs
By Sidak C.
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I can feel it within my grasp
The sweet smell of success

Hard work accumulates
Sweat dripping down from

my forehead
 

Finding motivation everyday
Impossible to lose

Confident in myself and my
capabilities

But careers are a hard thing
to choose

 
CEO

That’s one of my main
options

The executive director of a
company

The boss in charge
 

I know things will go
The way I want

As long as I put the work in
And stay true to my heart

My Plans for the Future
by Sanjana B.
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    A faint bellowing swept across the deserted landscape. Plastic cans and torn bags hugged
the ground through the storm. Bullets of rain continued to pummel the ground with no set
target. The moon hung high above the clouds, its snowy glow rarely being cast upon the
ground. A few scurrying rodents and insects launched into any signal of cover; whether it was
under a tree, in the bark of one, or in the available nesting within its leaves. Thunder and
merciless precipitation had ridden the area of any visible life. Nothing dared to try to seize the
centered spotlight.
    A single street lamp wavered its arms of light feebly in the dark of night. It stood grounded,
unlike the light that quivered through the park. The hazy luminescence drifted out to barely
hit the one thing that remotely looked like the work of humans. Everything else in that park
was either the creation or destruction of nature. With the wind picking up, the forgotten
jacket decided that it was time to ride the wind. To sprint through the air to a destination it
did not decide. A destination it had to trust. Cracked sidewalks lined the entire perimeter,
narrowing out irregularly. Blades of grass that infiltrated the paths feared nothing as they
captured land in an unnatural territory. Vigorous raindrops softened and exaggerated in
volume, echoing through the silence like the ripples of a pond; unrivaled and unfazed. 
    Uncontrollable conditions forced color out of the scene. No one made the choice to take a
couple hours to brighten the park with some paint. So the vision that unfolded was as natural
as possible. Everything was raw and clear; nothing clouded the soldiers on this empty
battlefield. Nothing fell short of being pure. The expected greenery was embroidered by
strips of yellow coming from many sources: the street lamp, the quiet moon, and the drips of
light from surrounding cities. Towns full of buildings, buildings full of people, people full of
things indescribable. 
    Those things cannot be described because there’s never really a way to look beyond
yourself without forgetting who you were. Forgetting what you did. Forgetting where you
stood. A mirror could’ve been placed at that park, but the scene would keep blazing on. It was
too busy to notice what purpose it served or what chapter of the book it came in. Too busy to
miss the times that it once lived through. Too inconsiderate to rest on a wooden craft and
take in the life around it. A bench waited at the center of the park. It was a sign that humans
had crossed this path. It was basking meekly in the light of the street lamp. It was a throne for
no one. 

The Bench
by Paritosh B.
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      One day, there was a man. Let’s call him Man Number One. This man was no
ordinary man. He was a dreamer. He had the power and the imagination of
something that reached far beyond the stars. His imagination stretched into
strange unfamiliar galaxies. He dreamed of a world in which all was his to own
and control. He believed that if he could dream it, he could achieve it with no
means of work. 
      He said to himself, “If I dream it every night, my wishes will be granted.” Recall
Man Number One was no ordinary man. One aspect of this, as mentioned, was
that he was a dreamer but the second was his greed. He desired it all. So he slept.
He slept and he dreamt of the riches, people, goods, items, the world all under his
heel. 
      Meanwhile, there was a second man. Let’s call him Man Number Two. Now,
what makes Man Number Two much more noteworthy is the fact that he only
had one shared aspect with Man Number One which was his extraordinary ability
to dream. He also believed that if he put good out into the world while working
for his dream, he would be able to accomplish everything.
      Another day, Man Number One saw a man drop his wallet so he picked it up
and walked away with a wide grin as his eyes glistened at all of that flashing
green. He thought, My dreams are really coming in handy. Simultaneously, Man
Number Two saw a lady drop her purse. So he picked it up and yelled, “Excuse me
lady!” He returned the purse and thought, Man, am I glad she didn’t lose her
purse.
     So, Man Number One slept and dreamt and when he woke up, he thought he
was already one step closer to his world dominance while Man Number Two
woke up and began toiling away. So, putting all this into consideration, the only
real question that’s left for inquiry is: Which one of the two succeeded?

Untitled
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To be grateful for everything surrounding you
The sun, the sky, the moon, the stars

 
To be grateful for breathing

A simple, yet unnoticed phenomenon
 

To be grateful for the world we have been
privileged with

Yet we’re destroying it
 

To be grateful for all of our loved ones we’ve
been born with

And observe all the things they do for us
 

To be grateful for all the obstacles that come in
our path

For they make us stronger
 

To be grateful for the ordeals we go through at
night

Because life is full of ups and downs
 

To be grateful for our icons and role models
Because inspiration is a powerful thing

 
To be grateful for the life we’ve been granted
Because there’s SO much we all can do with it

Gratefulness
by Sanjana B.
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 It was a sunny, rather tranquil day at the beach. There weren’t a lot of people on the white sands of
the beach, many of them sprawled out across the shore. Many of them out of range to the desperate,
dying shrieks of Nita Seong, who drowned by herself in the water. Many regarded this as an accident.
Even the most experienced swimmers, including Nita, could fail to be careful in the water. But, the
waters were calm at that time of day, and Nita was rather close to the shore. It was incredibly unlikely
that Nita had accidentally drowned, due to these facts of the matter. So, begs the question: Who
drowned Nita Seong?
Suspect 1: Mia Carson
Mia Carson- 11 years old, quite petite. Mia had a chronically spontaneous fear of the water, getting
scared of the sea out of seemingly nowhere, at times. She was known by her relatives and friends to
leap on the person closest to her when she got scared of the water. Mia had been reported to be
swimming near Nita when the drowning happened. Could Mia have gotten scared of the water and
jumped on Nita, leading to her demise?
Suspect 2: Eric Zimmerman
Eric Zimmerman- lanky, awkward, 16 years old- same age as Nita. He was on the swim team with Nita
for quite a while, often titled the “second best swimmer” on the team to her. Many of their
teammates suspected that Eric was resentfully jealous of Nita, as he had a very negative attitude at
most of their meets, resulting in him eventually quitting the team. Some reported that they had seen
Eric at the beach after looking at a police-provided picture of him. Eric had the motive, and may have
been at the beach with Nita, pulling her under the water forever- or, was he just at the wrong place at
the wrong time?
Suspect 3: Elizabeth Spicer
Elizabeth Spicer- tall, very athletic, a strong swimmer, 16 years old, Nita’s former best friend. Elizabeth
states that Nita had left her for a much more popular crowd about 2 years ago. Elizabeth was known
among the student body to be terrifyingly clingy to her friends, so one could imagine that she still
had despicable thoughts about Nita leaving her. Elizabeth said that she had figured out that Nita was
going to the beach on the day that she drowned, but she reasoned that it was not to murder her, but
to talk with her and say hello. Nita was a kind girl, so she would have happily greeted Elizabeth. But,
what if Elizabeth’s intentions to meet Nita in the water were not as innocent as they seemed on the
outside?
Suspect 4: Jeffrey Biles
Jeffrey Biles- conventionally attractive, athletic, 17 years old. Jeffrey used to have a huge crush on
Nita, but when he finally asked her out, Nita politely rejected him. Jeffrey never let things go easily,
even though he seemed cool about it on the outside. When Jeffrey’s friends were questioned by the
police, they said that Jeffrey often talked about getting revenge on Nita, but they never thought of it
as anything to be worried about, as Jeffrey had never done anything super drastic before. Jeffrey was
also a lifeguard in training at the beach that Nita drowned at for that summer. He testified that he
dove into the water to save her when he saw her struggling in the water. But, rather than a rescue,
could this have been him jumping at the opportunity to finally get revenge on Nita?

Answer: Elizabeth had met up with Nita in the water to say hello to her. Using her prominent
strength and height compared to Nita, she pushed Nita under the water and drowned her. Before
Jeffrey could jump into the water to rescue her, she had swiftly swam away. 

Who Drowned Nita Seong? - A Whodunit
By Varnika A.
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      The sun set over the serene utopia. The lake glistened with hues
of purple, red, orange, and pink. The corona of the magnificent star
visible above the landscape. The lush forest, the haven of life
centered around the lake, was full of a myriad of animals. The circle of
life continued as if there was no difference in the time of day or even
what day it was. Predator pounced on prey as the chase began: one
running for a meal, the other it’s life. Nature’s opposites are shown
here, as they are everywhere. How contrast weaves itself into our
natural world is astounding. The serenity of this paradise is at odds
with the cries of devoured prey and hungry predators. The beauty of
the river is at odds with the dark red stains in the grass, where prey
was dragged away for the night. These opposites, ones that normally
clash, coexist in peace. For nature has bound them together. The
beauty is not tarnished by the violence, nor is it augmented. They are
separate yet as one in a way only nature can achieve. The peace of life
is often offset by the chaos, but in nature they live together in
harmony. For nature is something none can replicate. It is a beauty
we aspire to recreate and doubt we can surpass. The sun sets
completely, light extinguished. Yet beauty can still be found,
sometimes more, in the stillness of the night. For light is still there;
not as bright or glorious but light nonetheless. Nature is a flawless
machine, more than a machine. It is something we will never make,
but we will always look to with wonder. 
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Living in a fear
As I sit in this 

Prison?
Home?

Looking out the window
I see my fears 

 
My home 

Where I suffer a great deal 
Torture and torment

That place was never home
That evil castle 
Treated me like 

Garbage, not a person 
Hope everyone is burning 

Along with it 
 

About to go to sleep
When I see my town

Where no one respected
me 

People look at me with
disgust 

I had to live
 

I haven’t left this place in
days

Or months, or years?
Looking away for my fears 

And into the beautiful night 
Filled with planets and stars

I see my place in my life 

Living in a Starry Night
by Divya T.

Inspired by Vincent van Gogh's "Starry Night"
 



The Life of A Coffee Mug 
by Divya T.

Quietly sitting on the middle shelf 
Talking to my friends 

The other coffee mugs 
When a child picks me up 
Throws me into the cart 

And into a bag.
  

I open my lid in a new place 
Placed in a weird shelf 

With other strange coffee mugs
Dark and scary

Someone hits me 
Then I see light 

 

This happened often
It was very annoying 

The constant picking up 
And placing down 

The water hitting me 
Why is this child treating me like this?

 

A strange liquid fills me up to my brim 
The strange smell fills the air 

The child picks me up 
Placing me in a pink place 

Where are my friends?
Why am I here?

The child picks me up
 And places me down 
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